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The observed high superconducting transition temperatures are caused, 
in our view, by t he coexistence of strong electron-phonon couplin~and the 
plasmon mechanism. A generalized Eliaghberg equation describing the effects 
of phonons and plasmons on the pairing is presented. The structure of the 
plasmon bands in conducting, highly anisotropic layered materials are 
studied. 

Introduction. The new high Tc materials [1,3] display BCS-type super
conductivity. This implies: 1) pairing due to exchange of excitations of 
some intermediate field; 2) the presence of an energy gap. According to 
the usual BCS theory, which describes with great success the prooerties of 
hundreds of conventional superconductors, the superconducting state is due 
to an effective electron-electron interaction via exchan~e of virtual 
phonons. As regards the new high Tc materials, we think that in addition 
to phonons, a very important role is played by plasmons. As is known, 
plasmons arise from the collective motion of the carrier subsystem, whereas 
phonons describe the quantized excitations of the ionic lattice. 

The role of plasmons in high Tc superconductivity has been pointed out 
and described in our papers [4,5]. Later, various aspects of the electron
plasmon interaction and plasmon mechanisms were discussed in [6J. 

The question for the origin of high Tc by virtual exchange of some 
intermediate field may be further broken down into two distinct parts of 
each of which has to be met to be taken seriously: 

(1) The physical demonstration of the existence of the particular 
excitation invoked for the mechanism. 

(2) The coupling of the carriers to be paired to this excitation. 

For phonons and plasmons the answer to (1) is positive. Quasi-2D plasrnons 
have been observed experimentally in [7] (infrared spectroscopy electron 
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losses). For excitons there seems to be no evidence for a strong optical 
excitation up to an upper limit of 5-6 eV. For magnetic excitations and 
magnetic (anti-ferromagnetic) ordering there are experimental observations 
with ~eel temperatures of several hundred degrees K in both undooed and 
slight Iv doped LaZCuO!, and Y BazCU

3
06 + 5 (81 in the insulating phase. The 

~~el temperatures observed decreased with increased doping or increasing 0 
suggesting that the anti-ferromagnetic and conducting states of the system 
are unable to coexist~ On the other hand, a detailed polarized neutron 
scattering result (91 on the superconducting YBa2Cu307 showed no evidence 
of magnetic excitations in the expected energy region probed by inelastic 
neutron scattering. 

First of all, we would like to stress that the high Tc in the new 
materials is due not to the plasmon mechanism by itself, but to its coexis
tence with strong electron-phonon coupling. On the other hand, there is 
experimental evidence that the electron-phonon interaction is verY imoortant, 
but it is not sufficient to lead to the observed high transition temoera
tures. 

Speaking of exchange by phonons and plasmons, one should note that 
these are not hypothetical, but real excitations. At the same time, the 
high anisotropy of the new oxides, caused by the oresence of layer and 
chain structures, makes the plasmon mechanism very favorable. The behavior 
of plasmons in quasi-low-dimensional materials, their dispersion relations, 
etc., differ in a striking way from those in the usual 3D systems. The 
interaction of :tn electron with the rest of the Fermi sea is not only 
responsible for the usual screening, but, in addition, it contains a dYnaMic 
part. This dynamic part corresponds to the collective motion of electrons 

·with respect to the lattice or to the relative motion of two groups of 
carriers in a system with two energy.bands. Plasmons are the quasi
particles describing such collective motion, and, in this case, they are 
similar to phonons which are the quasi-particles describing the collective 
~xcitations of the lattice. 

Interaction. Consider a highly ·anisotropic sYstem with a layered 
structure. The z-axis is chosen to be perpendicular to the layers. Our 
approach assumes the applicability of the Fermi liqUid description of the 
system. Such an approach has been used by S. Wolf and one of the other 
authors (101 in order to evaluate the major parameters of the oxides. A 
recent positron annihilation data (Ill, indeed, have resulted in the 
obtaining the Fermi surface of Y-Ba-Cu-o system, in agreeing with [101. 

_ 4 . 

The self-energy part A. (K, Pz , wn) (K is a 20 mJ~entum, wn=(2n+l)1l' T) 
is described by the equation 

.1 (~, Pz, wn ~Z2T~ J d~ dp'z x 
wn , 

.3~' +-* I 
x ~ (J;; - 3€ ; P z; P z; wn -llh')F (~, ? z' wn ,) • (l) 

Here r+ is an anomalous "reen function, Z is the renormalization functions, 
and [ is the total vertex describing the effective electron-~lectron inter
action. 

The total vertex can be written in the form :r a r ph + I'" ph'. I" ph 
describes the electron-phonon interaction: I"ph = g2D, where 0 is the 
phonon Green's function and g the electron-phonon coupling constant. ~ote 
that the region of the crOSSing of the optical phonon and plasmon branches 
should be considered separately, then it is necessary to take into account 
the hydridization of the branches. 
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Plasmons in Anisotrooic ~etals. The pure 2D dispersion relation was 
obtained in [101 and analyzed in detail bv US in [4,51. 

The existence of a low-lying plasmon branch, which does not have an 
energy gap at q=O, is a major difference between 2D and 3D plasmons. It is 
important that this branch exists even for a single energv band. Appearance 
of the additional "demon" branch caused by overlap at partially-filled 
bands. 

2D dispersion relation can be obtained in the random phase approxima
tion (RPA. As is known, RPA can be mod~fied bv introducinR the special 
function C(q) (131: C(q)=A(I-e-B(q/P f ) I, where A and B depend on rs. This 
modification leads to d change in thj dispersion relation.' As a result, we 
obtain the same plasma branch w-qf 2q~O' but with a modified coefficient 
of the dispersion relation. 

Interlayer interaction leads to a noticeable modification of the cure 
2D dispersion relation, namely to the formation of plasmon bands. Neverthe
less, anistropy results in a picture which differs in a'striking way from 
the isotropic 3D case. In addition, the maxima of the plasmon density of 
states are shifted towards the boundaries of the plasmon branches, which 
enhances the electron-plasmon coupl[ng considerablv. In our view, it is the 
layered nature of the superconducting cuprates which confines the collective 
motion of the electrons predominantly to the planes and leads to the unusual 
features of its plasmon spectra. 

Two factors due to interlayer interactions affect the plasmon dispersion 
relation. Firstly, the inter layer Coulomb interaction plays an important 
role. Secondly, one should consider inter layers transitions of the elec
trons. (The importance of this factor increases with decraasing inter laver 
distance.) The new high Tc materials are characterized by high anistropy of 
the normal conductivity (121. This means that the major modification of the 
dispersion relation comes from the first factor, that is, from the Coulomb 
interaction. The Fermi surface of a layered struct~e has a cylindrical 
shape [13 I with the electron dispersion relation E('3i-), where 1!. is the 2D 
quasi-momentum. A small devi~tion from the cylindrical shane is a manifes
tation of inter layer transitions. 

Layered crystals are characterized by a plasmon band!2 = f(K,k z), where 
~~ kz are wave vectors in the planes and perpendicular to them. The z-axis 
is chosen to be perpendicular to the layers. 

The values of fl. are restricted to lie between the upper and lower 
branches. These branches correspond to kz-O and kz=IT/c for the uppermost 
and the lowest branches, respectively. In addition, we note that these 
boundary modes correspond to in-phase motion of electron on different planes 
(kz-O) and out-of-phase motion (kz·IT/c) on adjacent planes:. Note that the 
layer spacing c is equal to half the lattice constant Co for La2_xSrxCu04. 

In Fig. I, we show the dispersion relations for the layered electron 
gas in a cylindrically symmetric system -- the excitations are both electron
hole pairs and the various plasmon branches for the in-plane wave vector, k, 
and the wave vector perpendicular to the conducting sheets, pz 

The upper branch corresponds to three-dimensional behavior, and the 
dependence of.n (k, 0) is similar to the behavior of the usual three
dimensional sample. On the other hand, the behavior of the lowest branch 
S'L(k,IT Ic) is entirely different. It is important to note that in the 
limit kz »l/c, the inter layer interaction does not play an important role, 
and we are dealing with a two-dimensional dispersion relationw k. There 
is a crossover from 3D to 2D behavior in the region kz~l/c. This crossover 
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corresponds to a maxim~m in the density of states. This can be seen by 
considerin~ the dependence of the plasmon frequency~on one less variable 
and hence," the derivative with respect to this variable goes to zero. This 
leads to an effective increase in the density of states in this region. 

Hence, inter laver interaction leads to the formation of a highly aniso
tropic plasmon bandn (k,k z)' A very important feature of this band" is the 
nonuniform distribution of the density of states. 

One can "show, [51 that the plasmon density of states has two neaked 
re~ions [ I. The sharp increase of the density of states near the lower 
boundary is particularly important for the superconducting state. 

Plasmon-Optical Phonon Hvbridization. In this section, we want to draw 
attention to the potential hybridization of electronic charge density 
oscillations with ionic charge motion such as polar modes [I. This case 
corresponds to the crossing of the plasmon and optical phonon branches. Then 
the total vertex cannot be written as a sum (2), and this means that it is 
impossible to separate the excitations. 

As a result of this hybridization, the two branches acquire character
istics of each other as in standard polariton theory. The modes do not 
cross, but are split off from each other by an amount dependent on the 
strength of the coupling. This coupling in the lowest approximation is 
proportional to the product,...,.o "l,cph where Pi=~i[l+~h+\h)-l, i=pl,ph. A 
large value of Aph may result in a noticeable splitting. The lower branch 
stronp,lv disperses in the intermediate frequency region (100 cm-l~w< 1000 
cm- i ). ,\s a consequence, the plasmon density of states behaves similarlv 
to the usually phonon density of states. 

The function gpl(w) is, therefore, characterized by a strong peak in 
the intermediate frequency range. This peak has a structure similar to the 
usuallY phonon peak and can be determined by tunneling spectroscopy. Because 
or the mixin~ of electronic and ionic degrees of freedo!'l, it seems plausible 
that optical measurements in this frequency region will be enhanced over 
purely ionic oscillator strength. There is recent experimental evidence 
for very strong absorption in the phonon region in both the La-Ba-Cu-O and 
Y-Ba-Cu-O systems [l4), 

Superconducting State: Coexistence of the Phonon and Plasmon 
~echanisms. As was noted in the Introduction, our approach is based on the 
concept of coexistence of the phonon and plasmon mechanisms. At present, 
this concept is receiving various experimental support. 

Experimental data on thermal conductivity [15), heat capacity [161, 
sound attenuation [171, etc., show that the electron-phonon coupling plavs 
an important role. 

The increase of the thermal conductivity~ (T) at te!'lperatures T <Tc 
observed in [151 means (see e.g •• (181) that the phonons make a major 
contribution to the total ther~al flow, and the electron-phonon interaction 
(EPI) is a main relaxation mechanism. EPI was analyzed in [161 with the use 
of the heat capacity data. The method [161 is based on the dependence of 
the Sommerfeld's constant on temperature (see (19). As a result, the 
value was obtained. 

Strong electron-phonon coupling is verv important for high Tc but, 
nevertheless, it is not sufficient and there is a need for an additional 
mechanism. Indeed, let us consider the question: how large a value of 
A ph in La-Sr-Cu-O is required in order to provide Ic ~ 40K. In order to 
answer this. it is convenient to use the expression for Tc obtained in (20). 
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[e 2l .l\eff_1Jl!2 
(3) 

Herefl =<fl.2 ::>1/2,<U2>,. 5 dfl. ... 2(.!1.)F(n)D., F(n.) is the ohonon densitv 
of states, \l. 2(n) describes the electron-phonon interactions; A eff=(). - p*) 
(1 + 2~* +J.I*~+p*At(,l.»- the function t(~) is defined in [20J. Equa
tion (3) was obtained directly from the Eliashberg equation and is valid for 
any value of A ph (for more detailed analysis and limiting cases, see [20J. 

Let us apply Eq. (3) to the La-Sr-Cu-O system in order to estimate the 
value of A ph. According to data obtained by neutron inelastic spectro
scopy [211, the phonon density of states F(!t) in the Lal.aSrO.2Cu04 system 
exhibits two sharpe peaks atItl ~ lOOK and.fl, ::!200K. The function Q.2(Il) can 
be determined by the tunneling spectroscopy technique (these measurements 
have not yet been carried out) but usually lL2(IL.l is a relatively smooth 
function. As a result, it is reasonable to put(1~ 150K. Assuming that 
~*~ 0.1 (larger values of J.I* lead to an increase of A h, see below), we 
obtain from Eq. ( ): Aph ~ 5. This means that the electron-phonon inter
action can account for the high Tc ~ 40K in La~Sr-Cu-O compound, but this 
requires very strong coupling. 

The value of) ph for different materials can be measured with the use 
of tunneling spectrocopy, but the data are unavailable at present. However, 
the necessary information can be obtained from another set of data, namely 
from measurements of the energy gap. Indeed, the quanti ty,ll ~ 2 d «() ITc 
depends on the value of A ph' For example ,,.1 BCS=3.52 (weak coupling) 
fi Pb'::::'4.3().~ 1.5),,8Hg 0=:4.5 <)c::'1.6),,8Pb_Bi ~5U :::0::2). 

The magnitude of the energy gap has been determined by infrared spectro
scopy and various types of tunneling (see e.g. (31). Although there is some 
variation in the data that have been reported, the majority corresponds to 
p ~ 5 (our analysis corresponds to the single-gap pictl1re, or to the situa-
tion whenl < ~ 0 ). This means that A ph for the La-Sr-Cu-O system does not 
exceed the value of A ph ::: 2 (et. (16 J, see above). However, this is not 
sufficient to provide the experimentally observed Tc ~ 40K. This tempera
ture requires ~ ph=5 (see above). 

Hence, we come to the conclusion that the electron-phonon interaction 
plays an important role in La-Sr-Cu-O, as manifested bv various experimental 
data (see above), but, nevertheless, there is need for an additional mechan
ism of attraction between the carriers. We think that the electron-plasmon 
interaction is an additional mechanism which, jointly with the strong 
electron-phonon coupling, is responsible for high Tc superconductivity. 

Plasmon branches corresponding to the poles of r PL(w, q) appear in the 
region W:>qvF' The region W < qVF does not contain any singularities or 
r'pL(w, q). In this region, one can use static dpproximation and I PL(w, q) 
represents the llsual scre_ening. As a result, we obtain: 

- ~ i <iD.fll (" P f)" n 2 \'co(\lUnI-wo) 
.::j.(Pz,wn)Z + T~ J "PH ~L.,_ z'Pz 0-' f 2 -

Ul ~(wn -Uln ) 
n ,,2 J ( 'Df) "l (r". D D I ) ~ L. ~ \Un t ~..,. I 

+"'Pl ~L'·Z,IZ nL+(Wn-Uln' )1 jW'nl T=Tc ' 

The concept of coexistence means that the electron-phonon interaction 
plays an important role. The Coulomb repulsion is overcome mainly by the 
electron-phonon interaction. As for the plasmon contribution one can see 
directly from Eq. (26) that the electron-plasmon interaction provides an 
additional mechanism of electron-electron attraction and in the presence of 
electron-phonon interaction it leads to an additional increase in Tc. 
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(5) 
T=Tc 

whereA=ApH +APL' The Eq. (5) is a generalization of usual Eliashberg's 
equation. The plasmons will appear as a modification of the usual function 
~PW 

One can see directly from Eq. (4) that the anisotropy of the Fermi 
surface [13J and the interaction lead to the anisotropy of the energy gap. 

The behavior of the anisotropic energy gap and Tc in the presence of 
the anisotropic Fermi surface and several coupling mechanisms is a complex 
problem and will be analyzed in detail elsewhere. For a rough estimate one 
may use the expression obtained in [ I, (assumed that A PHfO): 

PH (o.PL) Tc ~ Tc TcPH a 

am APL (6) 

t. PL + I- PH 

where T~H is the critical temperature in the absence of the plasmon mecha
nism. One can see that the large value of the plasmon energy !lpl makes the 
plasmon contribution noticeable, even for small;\ PL. For example, if 
).Ph~2 (this value corresponds to 2A(O)/kTc ==5 (see above) and we use our 
model of a polar phonon-plasmon hybridized density of states (15).A PL= 
O.3,(lPo:::60 meV, '.le obtain TcPh -::::22K and Tc=38K. In the absence of phonon
plasmon hybridization and using an experimental value of 1 eV for tile bulk 
plasmon frequency which is a lower limit for the 3D to 20 crossover, we 
estimate a A PL';:::O. 2 for Tc ::::38K. I t is clear that an'increase of.n. PL 
results in a decrease of;:l. PL' 

Plasmon-induced pairing can, therefore, make a noticeable chan~e in Tc 
relative to Tc PH even for small values of APL and it arises from the large 
value of the plasmon frequency. 

Althou~h some factors such as exchange and vertex corrections [22] (in 
this work an isotropic 3D jellium model is considered, different from the 
case studied here) may result in some decrease of electron-plasmon couplin~, 
we would like to stress that our concept of coexistence of strong electron
phonon coupling and the plasmon mechanism (see below) can explain the 
observed high transition temperature with weak electron-plasmon coupling. 

In addition, the presence of different energy bands with different 
effective masses results in the appearance of additional plasmon bands 
breaches", the "demon" states. 

Conclusion. In this paper we describe our approach to the theory of 
high Tc superconductivity. The dynamic part of the interaction between 
electrons in layered systems differs drastically from that in the usual 3D 
system. The collective excitations form a plasmon band, and the lowest 
branch corresponds to the maximum of the density of states. 

~ote that the plasmon edge measured by infrared technique corresoonds 
to the upper plasmon branch (see Fig. 1), whereas the pairing 1s affected 
mainly by the lower branch. We studied also the hybridization of polar 
phonon and plasmon branches. The phonon-plasmon mechanism is described by 
the generalized Eliashberg equation. The large scale of the plasmon energy 
leads to a noticeable effect of plasmons upon Tc even for weak electron-
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plasmon interaction. 
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